APH Featured Products: Labeling

Create tactile, braille, and/or large print labels for personal items, clothes, appliances, and more...

Labeling, Marking and Organization
A book with audio CD all about labeling, marking and organization!
Item # 5-08879-00 View: https://www.aph.org keyword = labeling

MagneTachers / Magnetic Label Tape
This magnetic tape allows you to create labels that attach to any metal surface just like a typical magnet. The tape is smear-resistant, durable white vinyl on one side for writing in permanent marker or braille and can easily be cut for custom sizing. Stickers such as the Word Association Labels or Feel n Peel stickers can also be stuck to the tape to make them magnetic.
Item Description: MagneTachers Magnetic Label Tape for Making Braille and Large Print Labels, 1 Inch (2 Rolls, 1 inch high)
Item #: 1-07418-00
Item Description: MagneTachers Magnetic Label Tape for Making Braille and Large Print Labels, .05 inch (2 Rolls, .05 inch)
Item #: 1-07416-01
View: https://www.aph.org keyword = magnetic label tape

Feel ‘n Peel: Point Symbols
These tactile stickers include unique shapes such as a circle, an “x”, and an arrow that can be used to mark buttons on a microwave or washing machine, game pieces, or anything else needing a tactile identifier. Each of the symbols comes printed in various colors and all are included in the package.
Item Description: Point Symbol (over 1,200 stickers)
Item #: 1-08846-00 View: https://www.aph.org keyword = feel n peel
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Word Association Print-Braille Labels
Each of the 91 common object words is pre-printed in large print and braille on self-adhesive labels. A great way to reinforce reading and braille skills! Words such as chair, cup, sun glasses, and ball can be adhered right to the object, or made into flash cards for independent practice and games. Or, stick them onto magnetic label tape (see below) to make them magnetic.
Item Description: Word Associations Print-Braille Labels with Manual, L. Print
Item #: 8-39050-00
Item Description: Word Associations Print-Braille Labels
Item #: 6-39052-00
View:  https://www.aph.org  keyword = word association

Braillable Labels and Sheets
These clear, self-adhesive labels can be used to label anything around the house, day program, or workplace. Available in pre-cut small or large individual labels, or as a full sheet for custom sizing, just choose the size, create the label with permanent marker or braille, and stick it on.
Item Description: Braillable Labels, Full-Size Sheets (8.5 x 11), 15 sheets
Item #: 1-08874-00
Item Description: Small Label Pack (3.875 x 0.95), 18/sheet, 10 sheets
Item #: 1-08872-00
Item Description: Large Label Pack (3.875 x 1.75), 10/sheet, 10 sheets
Item #: 1-08873-00
Item Description: Braillable Labels, Pin-Fed Label Sheet Pack
Item#: 1-08895-00
View:  https://www.aph.org  keyword = braillable labels

APH Resources

• MCB/DDS APH Federal Quota Account Information & Order Form:
  https://www.focusonvisionandvisionloss.org/aph-federal-quota-account.html
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Questions? Products you’d like to see “Featured”? Please contact:

Lisa DiBonaventura, M.A., COMS
Statewide Director for Vision & Vision Loss Services, DDS
Office: 508-384-5539
Cell: 508-341-5675
Lisa.DiBonaventura@state.ma.us
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